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“0n May 28, 1992, Brazil’s Chamber of Deputies met in special session to commemorate the 
centenary of the passing of Bahá’u'lláh…His message of unity had clearly struck a deep chord 
with the Brazilian legislators.”

That quote is from a document entitled, Who Is Writing the Future? Reflections on the 
Twentieth Century.

The twentieth century? It’s over and done with, right?

Well, if the hideous pressure on the global financial system, and the despicable lack of 
respect for human rights, and the impending, nay, imminent climate crisis, and various other 
dark and ominous conditions in our world are over and done with, then, I suppose the 
twentieth century will have absolutely no effect on our lives…

What’s that old quote—was it the Bible—something about the sins of the father…?

So, Who is Bahá’u'lláh and why did Brazil’s Chamber of Deputies single Him out for honor?

The document says, “During the course of the proceedings, speakers representing all parties 
in the Chamber paid tribute to a body of writings which one deputy described as ‘the most 
colossal religious work written by the pen of a single Man’, and to a conception of our planet’s 
future which, ‘transcending material frontiers’, in the words of another, ‘reached out to 
humanity as a whole, without petty differences of nationality, race, limits, or beliefs’.”

Strange that government officials in Brazil should so honor Bahá’u'lláh while the government 
in Iran ( Bahá’u'lláh’s land of birth ) was doing everything they could to stifle His ideas; in 
fact, had been working to rid their country of any trace of His ideas for nearly 130 years…

What are  these ideas that two governments’ officials could have such divergent opinions on?
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Here are some of Bahá’u'lláh’s ideas from one of many web sites that dive deeply into His 
conceptions:

* Individual search for truth
* There is but one God
* Equality of men and women
* Universal, quality education for all
* Elimination of prejudice of all kinds
* Religion as the foundation of Love and Unity
* Harmony between science and religion
* There is a common foundation of all religions
* Equality and brotherhood among mankind
* The need for a universal, worldwide auxillary language
* Elimination of poverty
* Universal peace upheld by a world arbitrating body
* Protection of Cultural diversity
* Mankind must accept God’s Bounty

Over 500 elected officials of Brazil’s government set aside time to publicly honor the Prophet-
Founder of a world religion, the Bahá’í Faith, when 89% of the population is either Roman 
Catholic or Protestant.What’s going on? And, why are Iran’s leaders so averse to Bahá’u'lláh’s 
religious ideas?

I hope to, with the help of the document, Who Is Writing the Future? Reflections on the 
Twentieth Century , answer those questions.

There will be five more posts in this series, covering the five sections of the document. If 
you’d like to download it and let it speak to you  during my attempts to covey its message, 
I’ve provided a Word .doc andAdobe .pdf file for download.

Spiritual Quote :

“The cause of God is like unto a college. The believers are like unto the students. The college 
is founded for the sake of the acquirements of science, arts and literature. If the sciences are 
not therein and the scholars are not educated the object of the college is not achieved. The 
students must show the results of their study in their deportment and deeds; otherwise they 
have wasted their lives….the cause of God must be a dynamic force transforming the lives of 
men and not a question of meetings, committees, futile discussions, unnecessary debates and 
political wire-pulling.”
‘Abdu’l-Bahá, Star of the West, Vol. 7, No. 18, p. 178
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Who Is Writing The Future ? - Part     Two      

 
Part One of this series talked about two governments and their differing responses to the 
Prophet-Founder of the Bahá’í Faith, Bahá’u’lláh.

The Chamber of Deputies of the Brazilian government held a special session honoring Him 
and His Writings. The Iranian government has been trying to eliminate every trace of His 
existence…

I’m being guided in my writing of this series of posts by a document from the Bahá’í 
International Community: Who Is Writing the Future?.

This post will focus on the ideas of part one of the document where the main thrust of 
Bahá’u’lláh’s Message is introduced. One of His principles, honored or despised depending on 
your world-view, is that humans and humanity are primarily spiritual in nature and the 
evolution of civilization is predominantly a spiritual, not  material, process.

So, what about the common view that we evolved from apes who,somehow, became smart 
enough to start using tools and ended up building malls and spaceships?

Even for someone like me, drawn to study the sciences deeply, the idea of a blind progression 
from apes to spaceships doesn’t cut it—can’t even begin to account for things like the 
sacrifice a mother will make for her child or the otherworldly strength of religious martyrs.

There is a Pattern and Progression in an individual life and the life of our human family that 
can evoke a search for Meaning that transcends what the materialists and skeptics would 
have you believe.

In fact, Bahá’u’lláh claims that the progressive pattern of infancy, youth, adolescence, and 
maturity that individuals live through is meaningfully similar to what our human family has 
been experiencing. He claims that the stages up to maturity have already been experienced 
by humanity and we are embarking on our long-envisioned maturity—the merging of 
humanity into a truly global and adult entity—a state of earthly being prophesied by all the 
major world religions.

Sure doesn’t seem like humanity is growing into adulthood, eh? What about all the wars, 
greed, and other nastiness? Well, in this view of humanity’s growth, we’re in the last stages 
of adolescence, facing our traumatic entrance into the realm of adult responsibilities. 
Remember when all you wanted to do was break the rules, set your own agenda, get 
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what You  wanted and to hell with all those other people who didn’t really understand you? I 
know some of you may not have faced adulthood with urgent rebelliousness but many can 
identify with such a phase…

How much pain and suffering does it take for an adolescent to submit to the Truth and 
moderate their behavior—begin to see other people as more like oneself than different, reach 
a consciousness of unity with others? How long will it take humanity to learn these lessons 
and stride into its inevitable adulthood…?

Spiritual Quote :

“A new chapter in the life of the planet has been opened. Humanity has attained its maturity, 
and the race consciousness has awakened to the fact that it must put away the childish 
things which seemed necessary in the day of the ’survival of the fittest’. This day ‘wherein the 
feet of the people deviate’ is to be followed by a glorious to-morrow; for—’This is a new cycle 
of human power’. All the horizons of the world are luminous and the world will become 
indeed as a garden and a paradise. It is the hour of unity of the sons of men and of the 
drawing together of all races and all classes.

“The gift of God to this enlightened age is the knowledge of the oneness of mankind and the 
fundamental oneness of religion. War shall cease between the nations and by the will of God 
the most great peace shall come; the world will be seen as a new world and all men will live 
as brothers.”
‘Abdu’l-Bahá, Divine Philosophy, p. 12

Who Is Writing The Future ? - Part     Three      

 
Parts One and Two of this series introduced a major Figure in world history, Bahá’u’lláh. They 
indicated His major conceptions of human nature as well as the idea of progressive spiritual 
evolution—not just of individuals but of the entire human family—stages of infancy, youth, 
adolescence, and adulthood—showing that humanity is now leaving its turbulent adolescence 
and entering the inevitable stage of maturity.

As hard as it may be to grasp the idea that humanity is approaching a sane, mature, rational, 
and peaceful consummation of its often tragic and certainly painful growing-up, the document 
that spawned these posts, Who Is Writing the Future? Reflections on the Twentieth 
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Century,  gives compelling evidence of a new direction, a new mandate in human affairs. 
The fact that most of the evidence of this growth into human maturity occurred in the 
twentieth century—an evolutionarily short time—is as significant as each of the signs of 
impending global sanity and the much prophesied peace and tranquillity of all peoples.

I think it’s extremely important to focus on what has  been accomplished by humanity in its 
suffering struggle to establish a mature, peaceful world. Certainly, this attitude of positivity 
will do far more to help the process than the quite common attempt to belittle efforts that 
haven’t yet blossomed into efficient operation—like slapping a child who’s learning to walk 
when it falls down because it isn’t doing it right yet . . .

The major learning of humanity in this phase of its growth is Unity.

Some say that we won’t have unity till we have peace. Bahá’u’lláh makes it indelibly clear that 
peace will not be possible until unity is established. Here are two quotes from the document:

“The central spiritual issue facing all people, Bahá’u'lláh says, whatever their nation, religion, 
or ethnic origin, is that of laying the foundations of a global society that can reflect the 
oneness of human nature.”

“The unification of the earth’s inhabitants is neither a remote utopian vision nor, ultimately, a 
matter of choice. It constitutes the next, inescapable stage in the process of social evolution, 
a stage toward which all the experience of past and present is impelling us.”

Here’s a list of some of the most important changes in humanity’s focus, begun in the 
twentieth century and, sad to say,  too often slapped down in people’s discussions, well 
before humanity has had a chance to learn to walk confidently down their pathways:

* The United Nations as a global peace-building organization

* The wide-spread shame at the perversities of the second world war which led to a 
multitude of non-governmental, humanitarian organizations which consult with the U.N.

* The systems of financial control, reserve funds, and trade regulations instituted after the 
Great Depression which may  instruct current leaders in the proper steps to avoid having it 
happen again

* Global programs aiming to establish universal education and the Internet—a tool which 
can accomplish that goal

* Technological and scientific inventions reaching heights that have made any insane acts by 
people or nations instantly visible to the rest of humanity (before 1900, it was relatively easy 
to commit atrocious acts then argue them out of existence)

* The universal awareness of the equality of women as well as the racial components of our 
human family, though yet to be implemented universally

* The growing awareness that poverty is not a necessary feature of human life
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* The wide-spread, though inadequately enforced, conception of the unity of the world’s 
religions

And, summing-up these never-before-seen phenomena  of collective human action, the 
document quotes Bahá’u'lláh’s prophetic utterance:

“A new life is, in this age, stirring within all the peoples of the earth; and yet none hath 
discovered its cause or perceived its motive.”

That statement was written over 140 years ago. There are a growing body of people 
discovering its cause and learning how to perceive its motive . . .

Spiritual Quote :

“So powerful is the light of unity that it can illuminate the whole earth. The One true God, He 
Who knoweth all things, Himself testifieth to the truth of these words.”
Bahá’u'lláh, Epistle to the Son of the Wolf, p. 14

Who Is Writing The Future ? - Part     Four      

 
Parts One through Three of this series have introduced Bahá’u’lláh, sketched out His major 
conceptions of human nature and the development of humanity, then presented collective 
endeavors, all from the twentieth century, that have set our human family on a course toward 
global maturity and peace.

I said “on a course toward” because we’re at the beginning of Eons of Light after Millennial 
Darkness…

Certainly, humanity has produced an abundance of light-giving conditions; it’s just that the 
darkness of the animal side of our nature has held us back from the full splendor we’re 
capable of reflecting.

The document that inspired this series of posts, Who Is Writing the Future? Reflections 
on the Twentieth Century,  is a landmark of rational spirituality, a call to awareness of the 
full potential of our human family when we live and act within a unity of consciousness.

The section of Who Is Writing The Future?  that this post is focusing on is short but the 
actual words are very high-minded, while displaying a practicality that’s sorely needed by our 
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global community. I can’t match the document for its poetic yet reasonable presentation, so, 
here is the original:

“To appreciate the transformations brought about by the period of history now ending [the 
twentieth century] is not to deny the accompanying darkness that throws the achievements 
into sharp relief: the deliberate extermination of millions of helpless human beings, the 
invention and use of new weapons of destruction capable of annihilating whole populations, 
the rise of ideologies that suffocated the spiritual and intellectual life of entire nations, 
damage to the physical environment of the planet on a scale so massive that it may take 
centuries to heal, and the incalculably greater damage done to generations of children taught 
to believe that violence, indecency, and selfishness are triumphs of personal liberty. Such are 
only the more obvious of a catalogue of evils, unmatched in history, whose lessons our era 
will leave for the education of the chastened generations who will follow us.

“Darkness, however, is not a phenomenon endowed with some form of existence, much less 
autonomy. It does not extinguish light nor diminish it, but marks out those areas that light 
has not reached or adequately illumined. So will twentieth century civilization no doubt be 
assessed by the historians of a more mature and dispassionate age. The ferocities of animal 
nature, which raged out of control through these critical years and seemed at times to 
threaten society’s very survival, did not in fact prevent the steady unfoldment of the creative 
potentialities which human consciousness possesses. On the contrary. As the century 
advanced, growing numbers of people awakened to how empty were the allegiances and how 
insubstantial the fears that had held them captive only short years before.

“‘Peerless is this Day’, Bahá’u'lláh insists, ‘for it is as the eye to past ages and centuries, and 
as a light unto the darkness of the times.’ In this perspective, the issue is not the darkness 
that slowed and obscured the progress achieved in the extraordinary hundred years now 
ending. It is, rather, how much more suffering and ruin must be experienced by our race 
before we wholeheartedly accept the spiritual nature that makes us a single people, and 
gather the courage to plan our future in the light of what has been so painfully learned.”

Spiritual Quote :

“Man is like unto this lamp, … but spiritual splendors are like unto the light within the glass. 
No matter how translucent the glass may be, as long as there is no light within, it remains 
dark. Likewise, man, no matter how much he advances in material accomplishments, will 
remain like the glass without light if he is deprived of the spiritual virtues. Material virtues are 
like unto a perfect body, but this body is in need of the spirit. No matter how handsome and 
perfect the body may be, if it is deprived of the spirit and its animus, it is dead. But when 
that same body is affiliated with the spirit and expressing life, perfection and virtue become 
realized in it.”
‘Abdu’l-Bahá, The Promulgation of Universal Peace, p. 303



Who Is Writing The Future ? - Part Five 

 
The Writings of Bahá’u'lláh that have been discussed in parts One through Four of this series 
are challenging to say the least—challenging to current theories about how to solve our 
human family’s crises—challenging, as the document this series is based on says, to social 
schemes that deny “a moral intelligence inherent in existence”—challenging to anyone who 
thinks human nature isn’t truly spiritual at its roots…

Some of the sadly mistaken ideas that plagued the twentieth century and need eradication to 
enable humanity to move towards its impending maturity are: unbounded individualism, dis-
unifying political and economic structures, and a mindset that sees conflict as somehow 
“natural” for humans.

Yet, one of the most important principles that needs vast encouragement and global 
implementation is Justice. Justice alone can ensure that individuals receive their due from 
institutions and governments. And, deeply important, is the growth of a sense of personal 
justice (replacing individualistic complaining) that lets people see with their own eyes, hear 
with their own ears, feel with their own hearts, and think with their own minds—knowing that 
imitation in any of these areas is deadly…

Another crying need is the continuing entry of individuals into the arena of Service—going 
beyond self—enlarging the boundaries of self to include more and more members of our very 
human family.

These ideas and many more are the legacy left to humanity by Bahá’u'lláh. He put forward 
ideas that, in the context of the 1800s, were unthinkable. In the last century and a half, His 
conceptions and counsels have been adopted by progressive individuals, most of whom have 
never heard of Bahá’u'lláh.

I urge you to read the original document that’s inspired me to write this series of posts, Who 
Is Writing the Future? Reflections on the Twentieth Century. 

Next post will wrap up the series…

Spiritual Quote :

“The central purpose of the divine religions is the establishment of peace and unity among 
mankind. Their reality is one; therefore, their accomplishment is one and universal—whether 
it be through the essential or material ordinances of God. There is but one light of the 
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material sun, one ocean, one rain, one atmosphere. Similarly, in the spiritual world there is 
one divine reality forming the center and altruistic basis for peace and reconciliation among 
various and conflicting nations and peoples.”
‘Abdu’l-Bahá, The Promulgation of Universal Peace, p. 98

Who Is Writing The Future ? - Part     Six      

 
This is the final post in this series, inspired by the document, Who Is Writing the Future? 
Reflections on the Twentieth Century. In the final section of that document, these words 
appear:

“Viewed through Bahá’u'lláh’s eyes, the history of tribes, peoples, and nations has effectively 
reached its conclusion. What we are witnessing is the beginning of the history of humankind, 
the history of a human race conscious of its own oneness. To this turning point in the course 
of civilization, his writings bring a redefinition of the nature and processes of civilization and a 
reordering of its priorities.”

If you’ve been following along in this series, you’ve probably realized that the answer to Who 
is writing the future?  is Bahá’u'lláh—with the strong hint that we can participate in the effort.

It may be hard to imagine that Bahá’u'lláh could, well over 100 years ago, speak to our times
—provide sure counsel about how to reorder our priorities—give us a “map” of the road our 
human family needs to follow as it strides into its long awaited maturity.

The road we’ve traveled has been full of crises, danger, wonder, enlightenment, and spiritual 
growth. Still, it’s time we leave behind the adolescent greediness of jealously independent 
peoples and nations and embrace the Oneness that is obvious to not only truly religious 
people but also reasonable scientists.

Fine… Pretty words… Wonderfully exalted ideas, but…

How?

Certainly, the education of people (especially children) so they can see that it’s not totally 
impossible. And, certain globally enforced laws that curb insane imbalances in wealth and 
poverty. There are so many initiatives that are already underway and critically necessary to 
prepare the ground. Still… There appear to be solid chunks of impacted soil, dark with 
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materialism, and even rock-solid layers of corporate and governmental agendas that need 
breaking up before the ground can be properly plowed so the seeds of twentieth century 
humanitarian action can take root; not to mention the liberal application of the fertilizer of 
Love…

In the words of the document:

“There is nothing in Bahá’u'lláh’s writings to encourage the illusion that the changes 
envisioned will come about easily. Far otherwise. As the events of the twentieth century have 
already demonstrated, patterns of habit and attitude which have taken root over thousands of 
years are not abandoned either spontaneously or in response simply to education or 
legislative action. Whether in the life of the individual or that of society, profound change 
occurs more often than not in response to intense suffering and to unendurable difficulties 
that can be overcome in no other way. Just so great a testing experience, Bahá’u'lláh warned, 
is needed to weld the earth’s diverse peoples into a single people.”

Can you remember a time in your life when you were overcome with intense suffering—
suffering so strong you felt you might cave in and give up the game? That  is right where 
humanity is. Let’s hope and pray that We don’t give up the game…

Remember when the suffering was over and you found you had a new sense of internal 
strength? You may have also experienced the flow of renewed initiative leading to solid 
improvements in your life-sitiuation.That  is where humanity is headed—the Light at the end 
of the tunnel of humbling suffering…

Hope hides in the clouds of suffering—illumination spawning the silver lining of the future.

I’ll close this series of posts with these words from Who Is Writing The Future?:

“However great the turmoil, the period into which humanity is moving will open to every 
individual, every institution, and every community on earth unprecedented opportunities to 
participate in the writing of the planet’s future. ‘Soon’, is Bahá’u'lláh’s confident promise, ‘will 
the present-day order be rolled up, and a new one spread out in its stead.’”

If you’d like a copy of the original document, you can download a Word .doc or Adobe 
.pdf file.

Spiritual Quote :

“Strive then, O My brother, to apprehend this matter, that the veils may be lifted from the 
face of thy heart and that thou mayest be reckoned among them whom God hath graced with 
such penetrating vision as to behold the most subtle realities of His dominion, to fathom the 
mysteries of His kingdom, to perceive the signs of His transcendent Essence in this mortal 
world, and to attain a station wherein one seeth no distinction amongst His creatures and 
findeth no flaw in the creation of the heavens and the earth.”
Bahá’u’lláh, Gems of Divine Mysteries, p. 5
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